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Abstract 

 
An artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) using interdigital capacitors has been discussed. 

In this work, an 8 finger AMC is designed using CST software. Then, a circularly 

polarized slot antenna backed up with 8 fingers AMC and with two previously reported 

AMCs, one is conventional square patch and the other is 12 fingers AMCs is 

implemented and the gain performance of antenna with all three AMCs is compared. The 

Antenna with two previously proposed AMCs has a constant gain of 4.5 dB and 5.5 dB 

respectively across the circular polarization (CP) bandwidth. As the centre frequency of 

two previous AMCs are 2.5 GHz but in 8 fingers AMC the centre frequency is shifted to 

2.68 GHz because of which antenna backed up with 8 fingers AMC has a constant gain of 

8.5 dB across the CP bandwidth. Hence there is 72.72% and 54.54 % increase in the gain 

with respect to two previous AMCs respectively. 
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 Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1  Background:- 

In recent-times, slot antenna has been used considerably to design circularly polarized 

antennas due to their advantages in obtaining high circular polarization bandwidth (BW), 

applications in multiband antenna etc. But, there applications are limited in a few areas 

because of their bidirectional radiation characteristics. Because of that it may-limit its use 

in applications as wireless local area network (WLAN), radio frequency identification 

(RFID), and global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) [12]-[13]. There are some 

methods by using them we can converts its bidirectional radiations into unidirectional 

radiations for an eg. by Placing a metallic sheet as a reflector at a quarter-wavelength 

separation below the slot radiator antenna, but unidirectional radiation can be achieved at 

the cost of a relatively higher profile, which is undesirable as systems are becoming large 

in size [14]. Then there comes the utilization of artificial magnetic conductor as (AMC) 

can be used to make circularly polarized slot-antennas and dipole antennas unidirectional 

while maintaining low profile (less than λ/4) property, because of their in-phase reflection 

property. However, the unit cell size of a typical AMC structure is about quarter to half 

wavelength because of which, results in an AMC-reflector having prohibitively large 

overall size.  then we can use high dielectric constant substrate  to reduce the AMC size 

[15]. But then fabrication cost will be increased and the size is still not effectively 

reduced. Now to reduce its size, a miniaturized AMC.loaded with lumped capacitors was 

proposed [6], and its performance primarily depends on the value of the capacitors. But 

unfortunately, this structure is polarization dependent, which means that, it cannot be 

used as a reflector in CP slot.antennas. To make the structure polarization independent 

inter-digital capacitors are used in place of lumped capacitors to eliminate the ohmic 

losses added by the lumped ones and this inter-digital capacitors are placed in a 

symmetrical manner to get polarization independence. It also reduces the profile of the 

AMC. These inter-digital capacitors placed at 45 degree with respect to z-axis. 
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1.2 Literature Survey:-   

The literature survey of various Artificial magnetic conductors and there uses in gain 

enhancement and unidirectional radiation by various researchers in previous years is 

shown below : 

Jia-Yi Sze et al.2008 [2]: In this paper a new wideband circularly polarized square slot 

antenna (CPSSA) with a coplanar waveguide (CPW) feed is presented. The proposed 

antenna features two inverted-L grounded strips around two opposite corners of the slot 

and a widened tuning stub introduced into the slot from the signal strip of the CPW. 

Broadside circular-polarization (CP) radiation can be easily obtained using a simple 

design procedure. Slot antenna’s applications are limited in a few areas because of their 

bidirectional radiation characteristics. Because of that it may-limit its use in applications 

as wireless local area network (WLAN), radio frequency identification (RFID), and 

global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). 

 

 H. Liu et al 2009 [4]: In this paper a miniaturised artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) 

using lumped capacitor is introduced. Simulated reflection phase data is presented, which 

proposes a unit cell periodicity. Its performance primarily depends on the value of the 

capacitors. Unfortunately, this structure is polarization dependent, which means that, it 

cannot be used as a reflector in CP slot.antennas. 

 

Jong Gyun Baek et al 2013 [3]: The design of a triple-band circularly polarized hexagonal 

slot antenna with L-shaped slits is presented in this study. An AMC conducting reflector 

is also used to enhance the antenna gain and to achieve unidirectional radiations. 

unidirectional radiation and higher gain can be achieved at the cost of a relatively higher 

profile, which is undesirable as systems are becoming large in size.  

 

Jianxing Li et al 2018 [5]: This paper investigates a low profile circularly polarized (CP) 

slot antenna with unidirectional radiation. The antenna includes a coplanar waveguide 

(CPW)-fed square slot radiator loaded by two L-shaped strips around two diagonal 

corners, underneath which is an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) reflector with an air 

gap in between. The AMC reflector is polarization independent and miniaturized by using 
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lumped capacitors to accommodate sufficient unit cells. Structure present in this paper is 

polarization independent because of the symmetrical arrangement of the capacitors but as 

the no. of capacitors are more that’s why the ohmic losses introduced by them high. 

 

Jianxing Li et al 2018 [1]: A polarisation independent artificial magnetic conductor 

(AMC) miniaturised using interdigital capacitors is investigated. Its performance is 

analysed and compared with two other previously reported AMCs. Then, a circularly 

polarised square slot antenna (CPSSA) utilising the proposed AMC as a reflector is 

implemented, which achieves unidirectional radiation and low profile simultaneously. 

As such there is no limitation but the gain achieved using the AMC structure can be 

enhanced. 

 

1.3 Dissertation Details:-  

As gain is an important parameter in the electromagnetics, the higher gain is desirable in 

any antenna. As in transmitting antenna, gain describes how well the antenna converts the 

input power to the radio waves in specific direction. In receiving antenna, gain specifies 

how good the antenna converts the radio waves into the electrical power. When there is 

no direction specified meaning there is no mention about transmitting or receiving 

antenna, gain is assumed to be the peak value of the gain in the direction of main lobe. 

So as gain is one of the most important part of the antenna characteristics. We tried to 

improve it by considering the property of AMC, which states AMC provides 0 degree 

reflection in the range of +90 degree to -90 degree around the centre frequency. So we 

changed the centre frequency of the AMC to exactly the frequency of resonance of the 

circularly polarised square slot antenna (CPSSA). Because of that we were able to 

increase the gain of the antenna around 3 dB with respect to the previous best and we are 

also able to achieve polarisation independence. 
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Chapter 2 

Antenna Theory 
 

2.1 Basics of antenna:- 

The radiation or launching the wave into the space is efficiently accomplished with the 

aid of conducting  or dielectric structures called antennas (or) An antenna can be viewed 

as transducer capable of converting electricalipower into electromagnetic waves and vice 

versa. The two main function of antenna is power-radiation in the form of EM waves 

(power reception) and matching wave impedance in order to reduced reflection. An 

antenna can be connected to the electric circuit with the help of transmission-line. A 

transmissioniline is a conductoriwhich carries currentiover long distancesiwith minimum 

losses. A transmission line conducting current with uniform velocity does not radiate 

power. It needed a time variant source to radiate power. 

If theipower has toibe radiatedieven though the source is not time varying or conducting 

with uniform velocity, then the line has to be bent, truncatedior even it can be terminated. 

If the current is changing with respect to time then by Maxwell’s equations magnetic-

field will be created and it will radiate power. A waveguide is a structure which is bent or 

terminatedito radiateienergy. Waveguide is used for microwaveitransmission-or 

reception. 

Antennas are divided into various categories depending on: 

1. Physical structure of the antenna 

2. Frequency range of operation 

3. Mode of application etc 

Various parameters of the antenna are:- 

(a). Impedance matching:  

If the impedanceivalue of the transmitteriequals theiimpedance-value of the receiverior 

vice versa, theniit isitermed as the impedanceimatching. At the condition of impedance 

matching maximum power is transmitted from the antenna or transmitter to the 

transmitter or receiver. 

Necessity of impedence matching:  
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A resonantidevice is theione which givesibetter output aticertain narrowiband of 

frequencies. An antenna is a resonant device which delivers a better output when 

impedance is matched.  

If antenna’s impedance becomes equals to the freeispace impedance, then the antenna 

will radiate power effectively. 

For a receiver antenna, antenna’s output impedance equals to the input impedanceiof 

receiveriamplifier. 

For a transmitting antenna, antenna’s input impedance becomes equals input impedance 

of transmitter amplifier along with line impedance.  

(b). VSWR & Reflected power: 

Standing wave is one in which transmitted and reflected waves meet each other. The ratio 

of theimaximum voltage to the minimumivoltage in a standingiwave is known as VSWR 

(Voltage standing wave ratio). If theiimpedance of theiantenna, transmission lineiand 

circuitry areinot matched, thenithe antenna willinot radiate power effectively, 

insteadisome of the poweriis reflectediback and the standing wave will be created. VSWR 

indicate the impedance mismatching. As higher the impedance mismatch, the higher will 

be VSWR.  

(c). Radiation intensity (U): 

Power per unit solid angle is called radiation intensity (or) the emission ofiradiation to a 

maximumipossible extent isithe radiationiintensity. 

U =    *           ….(2) 

Where   U = radiation intensity 

r  =  radial distance 

    Prad=  radiated power. 

Units are watts/steradian or watts/radia   

(d). Directivity:  

The maximum directive gain (or) the ratio of maximumiradiation intensityiof the 

giveniantenna to the radiationiintensity of isotropiciantenna radiatingithe same 

totalipower is calledias directivity (D). 

  D=  
                                                          

                                        
 ….(3) 
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(e). Antenna Efficiency:   

The ratioiof radiatedipower of the antennaito the inputipower acceptediby the antennaiis 

termedias Antennaiefficiency (  
 
 ). 

     
 
 =      /            ….(4) 

  Where   Prad= radiated power 

    Pinput=input power  

(f). Gain:   

The ratioiof the radiationiintensity in a givenidirection to theiradiation intensityithat 

wouldibe obtainediif the poweriaccepted by the antennaiwere radiated isotropically is 

termed as Gain (G ). 

    G =  
 
 * D      ….(5) 

  Where    
 
=efficiency 

    D=directivity 

    G=gain 

The termiantenna gainidescribes howimuch poweriis transmittediin the directioniof 

maximumiradiationito thatiof an isotropicisource. 

Gainiis usuallyimeasured inidB. 

Unlikeidirectivity, antennaigain takesithe lossesithat occur, alsoiinto account andihence 

focuses onithe efficiency. 

(g). Near field & Far field:  

The field, which is the nearest toithe antenna isicalled as near-field. It hasian inductive 

effectiand hence itiis alsoiknown as inductiveifield, thoughiit has someiradiation 

components. 

    E α 1/r
2
      ….(6) 

 Where   E= electric field 

   r=radial distance from antenna 
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Theifield, whichiis far fromithe antenna, is calledias far-field. It is alsoicalled asiradiation 

field, as the radiationieffect is high inithis area. Many ofithe antenna parametersialong 

with theiantenna directivity andithe radiation patterniof the antennaiare considerediin this 

regionionly. 

    E α 1/r       ….(7) 

Where   E= electric field 

   r=radial distance from antenna 

A wave-frontiis the locusiof points characterizediby propagation ofipositions of identical 

phase. The emissionior reception ofithe wave-front ofithe antenna, whichispecifies the 

strengthiof the antenna, is termed as radiation. 

(h). Radiation pattern:  

The sketch used to represent the radiation is termed as radiation pattern. By seeing the 

radiation pattern function and directivity of the antenna can be found out. (or) 

It is 3D plot of the radiation at far field (or) 

3D plot of electric field at far field.  

The diagram showing the radiation pattern is  

 

Figure 2. 1 Radiation pattern of a dipole antenna[19] 
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There are two types of patterns: 

1. Radiation pattern 

2. Power pattern 

Both patterns are the combinations of two graphs. The definitions are as follows. 

The above figure shows the radiationipattern of a dipoleiantenna. The energyibeing 

radiated isirepresented by theipatterns drawn inia particularidirection. The arrows 

representidirections of radiation. Theiradiation pattern mayibe field-patternior poweri 

pattern. The fieldipatterns are plottedias a functioniof electric andimagnetic fields andiare 

plotted on logarithmiciscale. 

The poweripatterns are plottedias a functioniof square ofithe magnitude ofielectric and 

magneticifields and areiplotted on logarithmicior commonlyion dBiscale. Radiation 

patternican be viewediin 3D oriin 2D. In ai3D radiation pattern, radiation pattern is 

represented in spherical coordinates (r, , ɸ). 

Where: r = the radial distance of point from origin 

  = vertical angle to locate the point 

 ɸ= horizontal angle to locate the point 

 

Figure 2. 2 Radiation pattern of a dipole antenna in 3D [19] 

A 2D radiationipattern can beiobtained from threeidimensional pattern byidividing it into 

horizontaliand vertical planesiand theseiresultant patterns areiknown as Horizontali 

pattern andiVertical pattern respectively. 
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Figure 2. 3 Radiation pattern of a dipole antenna in 2D [19] 

Lobe formation:  

The shapeiof radiation patterniwill be differentifor different antennas, whichiindicate the 

majoriand minor radiationiareas, by whichithe radiation efficiencyiof the antennaiis 

known. Foribetter understanding, considerithe radiationipattern of dipole antenna shown 

in below figure. 

 

Figure 2. 4 Lobe pattern of a dipole antenna in 3D [19] 

Here, the radiationipattern has mainilobe, side lobesiand back lobe. Theimajor part ofithe 

radiatedifield, whichicovers a largeriarea, is theimain lobe orimajor lobe. Thisiis the 
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portioniwhere maximum-radiatedienergy exists. Theidirection of thisilobe indicatesithe 

directivityiof theiantenna. 

The otheriparts of theipattern where theiradiation is distributediside wards areiknown 

asiside lobes oriminor lobes. Theseiare the areasiwhere theipower isiwasted. Thereiis 

otherilobe, whichiis exactlyiopposite to theidirection of mainilobe. It is knownias 

theiback lobe, whichiis also aiminor lobe. Aiconsiderable amount ofienergy is wasted 

evenihere. 

Isotropic radiation:  

The radiationifrom a pointisource, radiatingiuniformly in allidirections, withisame 

intensityiregardless of theidirection of measurementiis called isotropiciradiation. The 

pointisource is aniexample of isotropiciradiator. However, thisiisotropic radiationiis 

practicallyiimpossible, because everyiantenna radiates itsienergy with someidirectivity. 

Theiisotropic radiation isinothing but Omni-directionaliradiation. It hasia doughnut-

shapedipattern when viewediin 3D and a figure-of-eight patterniwhen viewed in 2D. 

 

Figure 2. 5 Isotropic radiation pattern of a dipole antenna in 3D [19] 

Gain of isotropic antenna is 1 (0 dB). 

(i). Effective Radiated Power:  

If theiradiated power isicalculated by takingihalf-wave dipoleias the reference, ratheri 

than aniisotropic antenna, theniit can beitermed as ERP (Effective Radiated Power). 

ERPi(dBW) =EIRPi(dBW) −2.15dBi    ….(8) 
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 Where   ERP= effective radiated power 

   EIRP=effective isotropic radiated power 

If EIRP (Effective isotropic Radiated Power) is known, theniERP can beicalculated from 

formula given above. 

(j). Beam width: 

Beam widthiis the apertureiangle from whereimost of the poweriis radiated. Theitwo 

mainiconsiderations of thisibeam width areiHalf Power BeamiWidth (HPBW) andiFirst 

NulliBeam Widthi(FNBW). 

(i) Half-Power Beam Width:  

The angulariseparation, in whichithe magnitude ofithe radiation patternidecreases by 

50% (or -3dB) fromithe peak ofithe main beam, isithe Half PoweriBeam Width. 

In otheriwords, Beam widthiis the areaiwhere most ofithe power isiradiated, which isithe 

peakipower. Half poweribeam width isithe angle iniwhich relativeipower is moreithan 

50% of theipeak power, inithe effective radiatedifield of theiantenna. 

When ailine is drawnibetween radiation pattern’s originiand the half poweripoints on the 

majorilobe, on bothithe sides, theiangle betweenithose two vectorsiis termed as HPBW, 

half poweribeam width.  

This can be understood with the help of the following diagram. 

 

Figure 2. 6 Half-power points on the major lobe[19] 
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The above figureishows half-poweripoints on the majorilobe and HPBW. 

The mathematicaliexpression for half poweribeam width is− 

Half poweriBeam width  =  70λ/D    ….(9) 

Where, λ =iwavelength (λ = velocity of light/frequency). 

             D = Diameter. 

The unit ofiHPBW is radiansior degrees. 

(ii) First Null Beam Width:  

The angularispan between theifirst pattern nullsiadjacent to the mainilobe, is calledias 

the FirstiNull Beam Width. Simply, FNBWiis the angulariseparation, quoted awayifrom 

the mainibeam, which is drawnibetween the null pointsiof radiationipattern, on itsimajor 

lobe. Drawitangents oniboth sidesistarting from theiorigin of theiradiationipattern, 

tangentialito the mainibeam. The angleibetween those twoitangents is knownias First 

NulliBeam Widthi(FNBW). 

This canibe better understoodiwith the helpiof the followingidiagram. 

 

Figure 2. 7 Radiation pattern along with minor and major lobes[19] 

The aboveiimage shows theihalf power beamiwidth and firstinull beamiwidth, markediin 

a radiationipattern along withiminor and majorilobes. 
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(k). Effective Length & Effective Area:  

Antenna Effectiveilength is usedito determine theipolarization efficiency ofithe antenna. 

The Effectiveilength is theiratio of theimagnitude of voltageiat the openiterminals of the 

receivingiantenna to theimagnitude of theifield strength ofithe incidentiwave front, inithe 

sameidirection of antennaipolarization. 

Whenian incident waveiarrives at theiantenna’s inputiterminals, this waveihas some field 

strength, whoseimagnitude depends uponithe antenna’s polarization. Thisipolarization 

should matchiwith the magnitudeiof the voltageiat receiveriterminals. 

The mathematicaliexpression for effectiveilength is – 

Le=Voc/Ei      …(10) 

Where:- Le = effective length. 

   Voc = open-circuit voltage. 

   Ei = field strength of the incident wave. 

Effectiveiarea is theiarea of theireceiving antenna, whichiabsorbs most ofithe powerifrom 

the incomingiwave front, toithe total areaiof the antenna, whichiis exposed toithe wave 

front. 

Theiwhole area ofian antenna whileireceiving faces theiincoming electromagneticiwaves, 

whereas onlyisome portion ofithe antenna, receivesithe signal, knownias the effectivei 

area. 

Onlyisome portion ofithe received waveifront is utilizedibecause some portioniof the 

waveigets scattered whileisome gets dissipatedias heat. Hence, withouticonsidering the 

losses, theiarea, which utilizesithe maximum poweriobtained to theiactual area, canibe 

termedias effectiveiarea. 

Effectiveiarea is representediby Aeff. 

2.2 Polarization:- 

When a wave is travelling in space the property that describes its electric field rotation at 

a fixed point as a function of time is called wave polarization. It is a parameter which 

remains constant over the antenna main beam but may vary in the minor loops. Since the 
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electric and magnetic field vectors are always related according to Maxwell’s equation, it 

is enough to specify the polarization of one of them. The polarization plane is the plane 

containing the electric and magnetic field vectors and it is always perpendicular to the 

plane of propagation. The contour drawn by the tip of the electric field vector describes 

the wave polarization. This contour can be an ellipse, circle or a line. The polarization 

direction is assumed in the direction of the main beam unless otherwise stated. 

Polarization is a very important factor in wave propagation between the transmitting and 

receiver antennas. Having the same kind of polarization and sense is important so that the 

receiving antenna can extract the signal from the transmitted wave. Maximum power 

transfer will take place when the receiving antenna has the same direction, axial ratio, 

spatial orientation and the same sense of polarization as incident wave, otherwise there 

will be polarization mismatch. If polarization mismatch occurs it will add more losses. 

Polarization is very important when considering wave reflection. 

2.2.1 Types of polarization:- 
 

There are three types of polarization 

1. Linear polarization 

2. Elliptical Polarization 

3. Circular Polarization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Figure 2. 8 Types of polarization 
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Elliptical polarization is the general polarization state. When the tip of the electric field 

vector traces an ellipse at a fixed point in space, then it is elliptically polarized. And this 

happens when the electric field x and y components don’t have the same magnitude and a 

phase difference is 90
◦
. 

The sense of polarization of the elliptical polarization depends on the direction of rotation 

of the electric field vector, it is determined from the phase leading component to the 

phase lagging component in a direction away from the observer. If the electric field 

vector rotates clockwise, it is right-hand elliptical polarization and if the electric field 

vector rotates counter clockwise; it is left-hand elliptical polarization. 

When the tip of the electric field vector moves along a line in space, then it is linearly 

polarized. And this happens when the electric field has only one component. 

When the tip of the electric field vector traces a circle at a fixed point in space, then it is 

circularly polarized. And this happens when the electric field x and y components have 

the same magnitude and the phase difference between them is odd multiples of 90
◦
. 

The sense of polarization of the circular polarization depends on the direction of rotation 

of the electric field vector from the phase leading component to the phase lagging 

component in a direction away from the observer. If the electric field vector rotates 

clockwise, it is right-hand circular polarization and if the electric field vector rotates 

counter clockwise, it is left-hand circular polarization. 

2.3 Circular Polarization in antenna:- 

Nowadays circular polarization is very important in the antenna design, it eliminates the 

importance of antenna orientation in the plane perpendicular to the propagation direction, 

it gives much more flexibility to the angle between transmitting & receiving antennas, 

also it enhances weather penetration. It is used in a bunch of commercial and militarily 

applications. However it is difficult to build good circularly polarized antenna. For 

circular polarization to be generated in microstrip antenna two modes equal in magnitude 

and 90
◦
 out of phase are required. Microstrip antenna on its own doesn’t generate circular 

polarization; subsequently some changes should be done to the patch antenna to be able to 

generate the circular polarization. The circular microstrip patch antenna's lowest mode is 

the TM11, the next higher order mode is the TM21 which can be driven to produce 
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circularly polarized radiation. Circularly polarized microstrip antennas can be classified 

according to the number of feeding points required to produce circularly polarized waves. 

The most commonly used feeding techniques in circular polarization generation are dual 

feed and single feed. 

2.3.1 Dual feed circularly polarized microstrip antenna:- 

As 90° phase shift between the fields in the microstrip antenna is a perquisite for having 

circular polarization, dual feed is an easy way to generate circular polarization in 

microstrip antenna. The two feed points are chosen perpendicular to each other as shown 

in Figure. With the help of external polarizer the microstrip patch antenna is fed by equal 

in magnitude and orthogonal feed. Dual feed can be carried out using quadrature hybrid, 

ring hybrid, Wilkinson power divider, T-junction power splitter or two coaxial feeds with 

physical phase shift 90°. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 2. 9 Examples of dual fed CP patches 

2.3.2 Single feed circularly polarized microstrip antenna:- 

Single fed microstrip antennas are simple, easy to manufacture, low cost and compact in 

structure as shown in Figure. It eliminates the use of complex hybrid polarizer, which is 

very complicated to be used in antenna array. Single fed circularly polarized microstrip 

antennas are considered to be one of the simplest antennas that can produce circular 

polarization. In order to achieve circular polarization using only single feed two 

degenerate modes should be exited with equal amplitude and 90° difference. Since basic 

shapes microstrip antenna produce linear polarization there must be some changes in the 

patch design to produce circular polarization. Perturbation segments are used to split the 

field into two orthogonal modes with equal magnitude and 90° phase shift. Therefore the 

circular polarization requirements are met. 
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    Figure 2. 10 Single fed patches 

The dimensions of the perturbation segments should be tuned until it reach an optimum 

value at the design frequency. 
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Chapter 3 

Metamaterials 
 

3.1 Metamaterials:- 

A Metamaterial is a material engineered to have a property that is not found in naturally 

occurring materials. They are made from combination of multiple elements fashioned 

from composite materials such as metals and plastics. The materials are usually arranged 

in repeating patterns, at scales that are smaller than the wavelengths of the phenomena 

they influence. Metamaterials derive their properties not from the properties of the base 

materials. Their precise shape, geometry, size, orientation and arrangement gives them 

their smart properties capable of manipulating electromagnetic waves: by blocking, 

absorbing, enhancing, or bending waves, to achieve benefits that go beyond what is 

possible with conventional materials. 

Appropriately designed metamaterials can affect waves of electromagnetic 

radiation or sound in a manner not observed in bulk materials. Those that exhibit a 

negative index of refraction for particular wavelengths have attracted significant 

research. These materials are known as negative index metamaterials. 

Potential applications of metamaterials are diverse and include optical filters, medical 

devices, remote aerospace applications, sensor detection and infrastructure monitoring, 

smart solar power management, high frequency battlefield communication and lenses for 

high-gain antennas, improving ultrasonic sensors, and even shielding structures from 

earthquakes. Metamaterials offer the potential to create superlenses. 

3.2 Electromagnetic metamaterials :- 

An electromagnetic metamaterial affects electromagnetic waves that interact with its 

structural features, which are smaller than the wavelength. To behave as a homogeneous 

material accurately described by an effective refractive index, its features must be much 

smaller than the wavelength. 

For microwave radiation, the features are on the order of millimeters. Microwave 

frequency metamaterials are usually constructed as arrays of electrically conductive 
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elements (such as loops of wire)that have suitable inductive and capacitive characteristics. 

One microwave metamaterial uses the split-ring resonator. 

Photonic metamaterials, nanometer scale, manipulate light at optical frequencies. To 

date, subwavelength structures have shown only a few, questionable, results at visible 

wavelengths. Photonic crystals and frequency-selective surfaces such as diffraction 

gratings, dielectric mirrors and optical coatings exhibit similarities to subwavelength 

structured metamaterials. However, these are usually considered distinct from 

subwavelength structures, as their features are structured for the wavelength at which they 

function and thus cannot be approximated as a homogeneous material. However, material 

structures such as photonic crystals are effective in the visible light spectrum. The middle 

of the visible spectrum has a wavelength of approximately 560 nm (for sunlight). 

Photonic crystal structures are generally half this size or smaller, that is <280 nm. 

Plasmonic metamaterials utilize surface plasmons, which are packets of electrical charge 

that collectively oscillate at the surfaces of metals at optical frequencies. 

Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) can exhibit subwavelength characteristics and are 

known variously as artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) or High Impedance Surfaces 

(HIS). FSS display inductive and capacitive characteristics that are directly related to 

their subwavelength structure. 

Electromagnetic metamaterials are divided into following parts. 

3.2.1 Negative refractive index metamaterials :- 

In negative-index metamaterials (NIM), both permittivity and permeability are negative, 

resulting in a negative index of refraction. These are also known as double negative 

metamaterials or double negative materials (DNG). Other terms for NIMs include "left-

handed media", "media with a negative refractive index", and "backward-wave media". 

                ….(3.1) 

metamaterials have ε < 0 and µ < 0. Because the product of both is positive, n is real. 

Under such circumstances, it is necessary to take the negative square root for n. 
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In optical materials, if both permittivity ε and permeability µ are positive, wave 

propagation travels in the forward direction. If both ε and µ are negative, a backward 

wave is produced. If ε and µ have different polarities, waves do not propagate. 

Metamaterials with negative n have some interesting properties:  

Snell's law (n1sinθ1 = n2sinθ2), but as n2 is negative, the rays are refracted on the 

same side of the normal on entering the material. 

The time-averaged Poynting vector is antiparallel to phase velocity. However, for waves 

(energy) to propagate, a –µ must be paired with a –ε in order to satisfy the wave number 

dependence on the material parameters . 

Negative index of refraction derives mathematically from the vector triplet E, H and k.  

For plane waves propagating in electromagnetic metamaterials, the electric field, 

magnetic field and wave vector follow a left-hand rule, the reverse of the behavior of 

conventional optical materials. 

 

 

  Figure 3. 1 Left handed material and right handed material  

3.2.2 Single negative metamaterials :- 

Single negative (SNG) metamaterials have either negative relative permittivity (εr) or 

negative relative permeability (µr), but not both. They act as metamaterials when 

combined with a different, complementary SNG, jointly acting as a DNG. 
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Epsilon negative media (ENG) display a negative εr while µr is positive. Many plasmas 

exhibit this characteristic. For example, noble metals such as gold or silver are ENG in 

the infrared and visible spectrums. 

Mu-negative media (MNG) display a positive εr and negative µr. Gyrotropic or 

gyromagnetic materials exhibit this characteristic. A gyrotropic material is one that has 

been altered by the presence of a quasistatic magnetic field, enabling a magneto-optic 

effect. 

3.2.3 Electromagnetic bandgap metamaterials :- 

Electromagnetic bandgap metamaterials (EBG or EBM) control light propagation. This is 

accomplished either with photonic crystals (PC) or left-handed materials (LHM). PCs can 

prohibit light propagation altogether. Both classes can allow light to propagate in specific, 

designed directions and both can be designed with bandgaps at desired frequencies. The 

period size of EBGs is an appreciable fraction of the wavelength, creating constructive 

and destructive interference. 

PCs have periodic inclusions that inhibit wave propagation due to the inclusions' 

destructive interference from scattering. The photonic bandgap property of PCs makes 

them the electromagnetic analog of electronic semi-conductor crystals.  

EBGs have the goal of creating high quality, low loss, periodic, dielectric structures. An 

EBG affects photons in the same way semiconductor materials affect electrons. PCs are 

the perfect bandgap material, because they allow no light propagation. Each unit of the 

prescribed periodic structure acts like one atom, albeit of a much larger size.  

EBGs are designed to prevent the propagation of an allocated bandwidth of frequencies, 

for certain arrival angles and polarizations. Various geometries and structures have been 

proposed to fabricate EBG's special properties. In practice it is impossible to build a 

flawless EBG device.  

EBGs have been manufactured for frequencies ranging from a few gigahertz (GHz) to a 

few terahertz (THz), radio, microwave and mid-infrared frequency regions. EBG 

application developments include a transmission line and several different types of low 

gain antennas. 
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3.2.4 FSS based metamaterials:- 

Frequency selective surface-based metamaterials block signals in one waveband and pass 

those at another waveband. They have become an alternative to fixed frequency 

metamaterials. They allow for optional changes of frequencies in a single medium, rather 

than the restrictive limitations of a fixed frequency response. 

There are other types of metamaterials are also there, those are:- double positive 

metamaterials, Bi-isotropic and bianisotropic metamaterials, elastic, acoustic, structural, 

hall metamaterials and non linear metamaterials etc. 

3.3 Artificial Magnetic Conductor:- 

AMC is an example of Electromagnetic metamaterials. An electromagnetic metamaterial 

affects electromagnetic waves that interact with its structural features, which are smaller 

than the wavelength. Metamaterials derive there properties not from the base 

materialsibut from there newly designed periodical structure, preciseishape, geometry and 

arrangementigives them there properties to manipulate EM waves like doesn’t found in 

conventional materials. Examples of this types of materials are:- FSS, Photonic crystal, 

AMC etc. 

A unipolar compact electromagnetic bandgap structures, first presented by Itoh et al.[16] 

is called as AMC structure. An AMC is an EBG that is intentionally structured with a 

magnetic conductor surface for an allotted, but defined range of frequencies. AMC often 

emerged from an engineered periodic dielectric base along with metallization patterns  

designed for microwave and radio frequencies. AMC designed to have a set of 

frequencies over which EM surface waves and currents are not allowed to propagate. 

These materials are then both beneficial and practical as  antenna ground planes, small 

flat signal processing filters. The metallization  Since the introductioniof the artificial 

magneticiconductor (AMC), also knownias high impedanceisurface, a new 

methodologyito design low profileihigh performanceiantennas hasibeen researched. 

Significance of AMCiis it willigive in-phase reflection characteristics. The structure of 

AMCsiconsists of periodic structureiof uniticells. AMCs are-widely used to replace 

theitraditional PECireflector to realize unidirectionaliradiation and low profileiat the 

sameitime. However, the uniticell sizeiof a typicaliAMC structure isiusually quarterito 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frequency_response
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halfiwavelength, which resultsiin large, size. So to reduceithe size of AMCia high 

dielectriciconstant substrateiwas used but it williincrease the fabrication   cost. So to 

overcome this limitationiminiaturized AMCsiusing lumped and inter-digital capacitor 

were developed. 

Periodic-metallic arrays printedion groundedidielectric-substrates and connectedito the 

ground plane known as high-impedance surfaces. Due to the high surface impedance the 

magnetic field tangentialito the surface vanishes, i.e. It fully-reflectsiincident waves with 

a zero degreesireflection-phase. 

Three different unit cells of AMC is shown as follows: 

 

    Figure 3. 2 Unit cells of three different AMCs [1] 

We will discuss about the AMCs present in above figure2.3 (a), and (c) in the next 

chapters. 

AMC present in figure2.3 (b) has a lumped capacitor, due to which losses are in that case. 

Characteristics of AMCs are represented by a diagram called “Reflection Phase 

Diagram”. 

Reflection phase diagram signifies the ideal operating bandwidth for the use of the 

particular AMC structure. 

The following figure represents the example of a random Reflection phase diagram of an 

AMC structure. Which has a centre frequency of 2.5 GHz. 
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                             Figure 3. 3 Reflection Phase Diagram 

For example:- In above diagram AMC will provide 0 degree phase at 2.5 GHz frequency 

and its bandwidth will be between +90 deg to -90 deg. Meaning it will provide the in 

phase reflection around 2.5 GHz frequency. 

For the above AMC with inter-digital capacitor, capacitance can be calculated with this 

formula. 

 

                     

   
                          

 
 pF/Cm   ….(3.2) 

 

 

Where :-  ε= dielectric constant 

  w=finger base width (cm) 

   l=finger length (cm) 

  n= number of fingers 

 

 

so from the above equation it is clear that we can change the capacitance of the inter 

digital capacitor by changing the dimension of the finger length and finger width as well 

as the no of fingers. 

As we all know:- capacitance is indirectly proportional to the frequency. 

So by changing the capacitance of the inter-digital capacitor we can change the centre 

frequency of the AMC. 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation & Results 
 

4.1 Simulation Software – CST 

The softwareiused to performiall the simulationsiis CSTiStudio Suite. CST isiused in 

leadingiindustries across fieldsisuch as automotive, communication, defense, electronics, 

energy, and healthcare, in orderito design, analyzeiand optimize performance, reliability, 

signal/poweriintegrity. Among theidevices that CSTiStudio-Suite hasibeen used toi 

simulate areicouplers, filters, connectors, antennas, travelling wave tube (TWT) etc. 

Some of CST’s featuresiare: 

1. It can-modelitrue 3D metallicistructures in multipleidielectric layers iniopen, 

closed oriperiodic-boundary conditions. 

2. High efficiency,high accuracy andilow cost electromagneticisimulation tool on 

PCs withiwindowsbased graphics. 

3. Automaticigeneration of non-uniform meshiwith rectangulariand triangular cells. 

4. Can modelistructures with finiteiground-planes andidifferential feed structures. 

5. Accurateimodelingiof true 3D metallicistructures and metalithickness. 

6. It can be called as Efficientimatrix solver. 

7. 3D and 2Didisplay of currentidistribution, radiation patternsiand far field.  

8. CST can be used to design and simulate filters also. 

9. CST gives more accurate results rather than HFSS. 

For ouripurposes it is veryipowerful tool asiit allows foriease of designiand accurate 

simulationiresults. The resultsiobtained for eachipatch ere 2D view ifipatch, 3D viewiof 

patch, RL curve, Directivity, gain, and other such parameters. 

There is one more software called HFSS, which can also be used to carry out all the 

simulations which is required by ourselves. 
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4.2 Antenna Configurations:- 

There are three different AMC structures are simulated and the results of there reflection 

phase diagram as well as the other results with the same antenna are compared with each 

other. 

Firstly, we have simulated “Bidirectional CPW-fed CPSSA (circular polarization square 

slot antenna)” Based on Reference [1]. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the proposed 

Antenna, which consists of a rectangular ground plane with dimension of L length and W 

width and a square slot in the centre of ground. Two inverted Li- shape grounded strips 

around the corners. 

The proposed antenna is designed on an FR4 material substrate with permittivity of 4.4, 

and a thickness (t) of 0.74 mm. The antenna is fed by a 50- ohm CPW having a single 

strip of width Wf =1.8mm and two identicaligaps of width g=1mm. Two parameters, Wf1 

and g are adjusted to produce 50 ohmsimpedance for feeding of the antenna. The CP 

operation of the proposed antenna is chieflysrelated to the two grounded inverted-L strips 

inserted around the corners of the square slot. 

The dimensions of proposed antenna in Fig. are listed in Table 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

Figure 4. 1Configuration of the bidirectional CPW-fed CPSSA[1]  
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  Table 4. 1 Dimensions of the bidirectional CPW-fed CPSSA 

4.3 Simulation Results And Discussion:- 

The antenna with dimensions in Table 1 has been fabricated on an FR4 substrate with a 

loss tangent of 0.02, permittivity of 4.4. 

 

                                 

                           

Figure 4. 2 Simulated Design of CPW-fed CPSSA 

In Fig.4.3  the simulated results of S11(reflection coefficient) is shown. The antenna has 

an impedance bandwidth ( S11 <= -l0dB) of  941MHz (1.942 to 2.884 GHz) . 

Antenna is resonating at 2.49 GHz frequency. 
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              Figure 4. 3 Simulated Reflection Coefficient of the antenna. 

Embedding Two inverted-L-shape grounded strips at the upper corner of square slots 

make the CP polarization possible. Because of these L strips current gets an path of 

rotation, that’s why we are able to get circular polarization in this antenna structure. 

The simulated Axial Ratio (AR) result is shown in Fig. 4.4. Axial ratio is defined as the 

ratio of the magnitude of major axis and minor axis in polarization ellipse. For the case od 

circular polarisation axial ratio must be unity(0 dB). As it is seen, the AR is in the 

frequency  range of (2.7688-2.9448), the AR is lower than -3dB. In this bandwidth, it can 

be considered a circular polarization for proposed antenna. 

Axial ratio is taken as the measure of circular polarisation. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 4Axial Ratio of CPSSA 

The simulated result for the gain of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig.4.5. 
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          Figure 4. 5 Maximum Gain Over Frequency 

The gain of proposed antenna is 3.5dB around the centre frequency 2.5 GHz.  

The Bidirectional radiation pattern can be seen in Fig. 4.6. 

                

        Figure 4. 6 :- Radiation Pattern of CPSSA antenna 

The above result of radiation pattern shows that this antenna gives the bidirectional 

radiation means it radiates both directions. 

4.3.1 Simulation Results of antenna backed up with conventional AMC:- 
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Secondly, we have designed the same CPSSA backed up with conventional AMC/ 

AMCref1 (Artificial Magnetic Conductor) to simply increase the gain of the antenna as 

well as to convert the bidirectional radiation to unidirectional radiations. 

The dimensions of the AMC reflector is as follows :- It is built on a square substrate of 

FR4 with a thickness h=3.5mm, a relative dielectric constant εr =4.4 and a loss tangent 

=0.02. 

 We can see the results as follows.  

                                 

   Figure 4. 7 Unit cell of AMCref1 

Above structure represents the unit cell structure of AMCref1. By repeating this unit cell in 

periodic manner we can create the AMC structure. The following figure represents the 

Reflection phase diagram of the AMC structure.   

 

 

                Figure 4. 8 Reflection Phase Diagram of AMCref1 
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Reflection phase diagram signifies the ideal operating bandwidth for the use of the 

particular AMC structure. For example:- In above diagram AMC will provide 0 degree 

phase at 2.5 GHz frequency and its bandwidth will be between +90 deg to -90 deg. 

Meaning it will provide the in phase reflection around 2.5 GHz frequency. Meaning it 

will provide complete reflection in the range of 2.25GHz – 2.7GHz frequency. 

The following figure represents the Antenna backed up with the AMC structure. 

 

                

 

  Figure 4. 9 Square slot antenna backed up with AMCref 1 

The results of the Square Slot antenna backed up with AMC structure are as follows. 

Reflection Coefficient of antenna backed up with AMC of conventional square patch or 

AMCref1 is shown in fig.4.10. 

 Similarly maximum gain over frequency and the radiation pattern of antenna backed up 

with AMCref1 is shown in fig.4.11 and fig.4.12 respectively.  

               

Figure 4. 10 Reflection coefficient of antenna with AMCref1 
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As it is showing that CPSSA backed up with AMCref1 resonating at around 2.7GHz 

frequency with a impedance bandwidth in the range of 2.6 GHz -2.8GHz frequency.  

 

 

 Figure 4. 11 Maximum gain over frequency with AMCref1 

As we can see the gain is around 2.7 GHz frequency is 4.5 dB. Which is 1 dB higher than 

the CPSSA without the “Artificial magnetic Conductor.” Meaning it is 28.57% higher 

than the previous one.  

And the next result shows that antenna backed up with AMC gives the unidirectional 

radiation pattern rather than bidirectional radiation pattern. 

                  

 Figure 4. 12 Radiation Pattern of Antenna with AMCref1 
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So from the above results it is clear that Antenna backed up with artificial magnetic 

conductor is giving higher gain over frequency and it is giving the unidirectional radiation 

pattern rather than the bidirectional radiation pattern. 

4.3.2 Simulation Results of antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC:- 

Thirdly, we have designed the same CPSSA antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC 

(Artificial Magnetic Conductor). In that AMC, the unit cell of AMC comprises an 

inclined patch at 45 degree with respect to z axis, and that introduces a inter-digital 

capacitor along both the x-axis and y- axis. The Inter-digital capacitoriconsists of 12, 1.18 

mm long fingers and finger width is of 0.12 mm and the gap between the fingers is also 

0.12 mm. Particularly, number of fingers, width between the fingers and gap between the 

fingers primarily determines the equivalent capacitance of the inter-digital capacitor and 

hence effect the frequency (centre frequency) of the AMC where an In-phase reflection 

appears. Reducing the gap between the fingers or increasing the width of the fingers 

produces a large equivalent capacitance, which lowers the center frequency and vice 

versa. We designed the similar antenna backed up with proposed AMC to simply increase 

the gain of the antenna as well as to convert the bidirectional radiation to unidirectional 

radiations. And we can also see that it does not effect the axial ratio or we can say the 

polarisation. 

 

                                

 

          Figure 4. 13 Unit cell of 12 fingers AMC 
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Above structure represents the unit cell structure of 12 fingers AMC. By repeating this 

unit cell in periodic manner we can create the AMC structure. The following figure 

represents the Reflection phase diagram of the AMC structure.   

 

 

 

             Figure 4. 14 Reflection Phase Diagram of 12 fingers AMC 

Reflection phase diagram signifies the operating bandwidth for the use of the particular 

AMC structure. For example:- In above diagram AMC will provide 0 degree reflection 

phase at 2.5 GHz frequency and its bandwidth will be between +90 deg to -90 deg. 

Meaning it will provide complete reflection in the range of 2.3GHz – 2.8GHz frequency. 

The following figure represents the Antenna backed up with the AMC structure. 

 

 

 

 Figure 4. 15 Square slot antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC 
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The other dimensions of the antenna remains same as shown in Table 3.1 except the 

tuning stub length Lt. This length is shortened or lengthened to account for the input 

impedance variation when different reflectors are applied. Here Lt=24.5mm. The results 

of the Square Slot antenna backed up with AMC structure are as follows. 

 

 

 Figure 4. 16 Reflection coefficient of antenna with 12 fingers AMC 

As it is showing that CPSSA backed up with 12 fingers AMC resonating at around 

2.7GHz frequency with a impedance bandwidth in the range of 2.56 GHz -2.80GHz 

frequency. 

The results of maximum gain over frequency is shown in next figure. 

         

 

 Figure 4. 17 Maximum gain over frequency with 12 fingers AMC 
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   Figure 4. 18 Axial ratio with 12 fingers AMC 

As we can see that the gain around 2.7 GHz or the constant gain over frequency range is 

5.5 dB. Which is 2 dB higher than the CPSSA without the “Artificial magnetic 

Conductor” which is 57.14 % higher. And it is 1 dB higher than CPSSA backed up with 

AMCref1 which is 22.22 % higher than the antenna backed up with AMCref1. 

And the next result of antenna pattern also shows that antenna backed up with 12 fingers 

AMC gives the unidirectional radiation pattern rather than bidirectional radiation pattern. 

It is following the unidirectional radiation property. 

Which shows the basic property of the AMC which is 0 degree reflection phase provided 

around the centre frequency. Because of which the bidirectional radiation pattern of 

antenna converted into unidirectional pattern of antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC 

(artificial magnetic conductor). 

From figure 4.18 it is clear that antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC is giving the 

circular polarization. The 3 dB CP bandwidth is in the range of 2.45 GHz to 2.81GHz. 

 

The results of the unidirectional radiation pattern of the antenna backed up with the 12 

fingers AMC is shown at the next page. 
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Figure 4. 19 Radiation Pattern of Antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC 

So from the above results it is again clear that Antenna backed up with Artificial 

magnetic conductor is giving higher gain over frequency and it is giving the 

unidirectional radiation pattern rather than the bidirectional radiation pattern. 

Now as we can see from above result that the above antenna is resonating at 2.7 GHz 

frequency rather than 2.5 GHz. So if we able to change the reflection phase of 0
◦
 to 

around the centre frequency of 2.7 GHz than we can increase the gain of the antenna 

backed up with AMC more than the previous one. 

As we know that by changing the finger width or gap between the fingers we can change 

the centre frequency but that change is not significant in terms of frequency. So by 

changing the number of finger we can get the significant change in the centre frequency 

of the reflection phase of the proposed AMC. 

4.3.3 Simulation Results of antenna backed up with 8 fingers AMC:- 

So Finally, we have designed the CPSSA antenna backed up with proposed AMC  

(Artificial Magnetic Conductor) with 8 fingers . In that AMC, the unit cell of AMC 

comprises a inclined patch at 45 degree with respect to z axis, and that introduces a inter-

digital capacitor along both the x-axis and y- axis. The Inter-digital capacitor consists of 

8, 1.18 mm long fingers and finger width is of 0.394 mm and the gap between the fingers 
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is also 0.394 mm. Particularly, number of fingers, width between the fingers and gap 

between the fingers primarily determines the equivalent capacitance of the inter-digital 

capacitor and hence effect the frequency (centre frequency) of the AMC where an In-

phase reflection appears. Reducing the gap between the fingers or increasing the width of 

the fingers produces a large equivalent capacitance, which lowers the centre frequency 

and vice versa. We designed the similar antenna backed up with proposed AMC to simply 

increase the gain of the antenna as well as to convert the bidirectional radiation to 

unidirectional radiations. And we can also see that it does not effect the axial ratio or we 

can say the polarisation.  

As we can see in following results. 

 

                       

 

         Figure 4. 20 Unit cell of AMC with 8 fingers 

Above structure represents the unit cell structure of AMC. By repeating this unit cell in 

periodic manner we can create the AMC structure.  

The following figure represents the Reflection phase diagram of the AMC structure. From  

the following figure we can see that the centre frequency of the 8 finger AMC structure is 

2.68 GHz.   
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      Figure 4. 21 Reflection Phase Diagram of AMC with 8 fingers 

Reflection phase diagram signifies the ideal operating bandwidth for the use of the 

particular AMC structure. For example:- In above diagram AMC will provide 0 degree 

phase at 2.68 GHz frequency and its bandwidth will be between +90 deg to -90 deg. 

Meaning it will provide the in-phase reflection around 2.68 GHz frequency. 

The following figure represents the Antenna backed up with the AMC structure. 

 

 

 Figure 4. 22 Square slot antenna backed up with 8 fingers AMC  

The results of the circularly polarized Square Slot antenna with tuning length Lt=33.9mm 

backed up with AMC structure are as follows. 
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 Figure 4. 23 Reflection coefficient of antenna with 8 fingers AMC 

In Fig.4.23 the measurement and simulated results of S11 (reflection coefficient) is 

shown. The antenna has an impedance bandwidth (S11 <= -l0dB) of  250MHz (2.63 to 

2.884 GHz) . 

The above figure also shows that the CPSSA backed up with AMC of 8 fingers is 

resonating at 2.7GHz frequency.                  

 

       Figure 4. 24 Maximum gain over frequency with proposed AMC with 8 fingers 

As we can see the gain around 2.7 GHz frequency is 8.5 dB. Which is 5 dB higher than 

the CPSSA without the “Artificial magnetic Conductor” as well as 4 dB higher than 
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CPSSA backed up with AMCref1. And 3 dB higher than the CPSSA backed up with 12 

finger AMC structure. 

And the next result of antenna pattern also shows that antenna backed up with AMCpro 

gives the unidirectional radiation pattern rather than bidirectional radiation pattern. 

 

             

 Figure 4. 25 Radiation Pattern of Antenna with 8 fingers AMC 

 

   Figure 4. 26 Axial Ratio with 8 finger AMC  

So from the above results it is again clear that Antenna backed up with Artificial 

magnetic conductor is giving higher gain over frequency and it is giving the 

unidirectional radiation pattern rather than the bidirectional radiation pattern. From figure 

4.26 , the CP bandwidth is given by 2.42 GHz to 2.91 GHz.  

And the gain is higher than the previous proposed AMC around 3 dB. Which is 54.54 % 

higher then the gain provided by antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC And it also 
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shows that it is polarization independent as it is giving axial ratio below 3 dB shown in 

figure 4.25. And the gain is constant around 8.5 dB in complete CP bandwidth. 

 

Table 4. 2 Comparison table of antenna backed up with AMC’s 

 Antenna backed up with 

12 fingers AMC 

Antenna backed up with 8 

fingers AMC 

1.    Gain 5.5 dB 8.5 dB 

2. % Increase in gain  Which is 22.22% higher than 

the antenna with conventional 

AMC 

Which is 54.54% higher than 

the antenna with 12 finger 

AMC 

3. 10 dB impedance band 

width 

2.56 GHz to 2.80GHz (240 

MHz) 

2.63GHz to 2.884 GHz (254 

MHz) 

4. CP bandwidth 2.45 GHz to 2.81GHz  2.42 GHz to 2.91 GHz 
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                     CHAPTER-5 

       Conclusion 

 

So, on comparing the results of both antenna with 12 finger AMC and antenna backed up 

with 8 finger AMC structure, as shown in Table 3.2 it is clear that the Maximum gain (8.5 

dB) over frequency of the antenna backed up with 8 fingers AMC is higher than the 

maximum gain (5.5 dB) of the antenna backed up with 12 fingers AMC. Which is 54.54% 

higher than the antenna with 12 fingers AMC. Antenna with 8 fingers AMC is also giving 

the unidirectional radiation pattern rather than the bidirectional radiation pattern and it is 

also polarisation independent. 

This property of unidirectional radiation can be used in application like wireless local 

area network (WLAN), radio frequency identification (RFID) and global navigation 

satellite system (GNSS). 

The future work is to increase the CP bandwidth of this antenna or to convert this antenna 

to multiband CP antenna. There is scope of further increasing the gain of the antenna and 

convert this antenna to wideband antenna. 
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